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Tanya Rene PETTAYTanya Rene PETTAYTanya Rene PETTAYTanya Rene PETTAY     to: Susan Lamb 01/23/2012 03:01 PM

Cc:
Andrew CAYLEY, Andrew Ianuzzi, arthur.vercken, Arun Son, 
Chea.Leang, diablenoir, Diana Ellis, Jasper PAUW, Jeanne Sulzer, 

kern.joshua, Marie CAPOTORTO, Michael Karnavas, Michiel 
Archive: This message is being viewed in an archive .

Dear Ms. Lamb,

Would it be possible to be provided with any additional information about the schedule for next 

week?  Specifically:

Will Nuon Chea be questioned in the mornings next week? If so, will this be on historical 

background, or will it be on administrative and communications structures (or both)? 

Is it correct that in the afternoon sessions next week the Chamber intends to hear the witnesses in 

the order previously indicated in E155, except that TCW 797, TCE 44 and TCE 38 will not be 

heard at this time?

Can the Chamber provide an indication at this time as to how long each of the next witnesses 

will testify and how the time will be divided among the parties?

Thank you,

Tanya Pettay

Legal Consultant

IENG Sary Defence Team

Susan Lamb 01/19/2012 02:26:53 PMI am not sure - I have relayed your query to the...

From: Susan Lamb/UNAKRT
To: Michiel Pestman/UNAKRT@UNAKRT
Cc: Andrew CAYLEY/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Andrew Ianuzzi/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 

arthur.vercken@free.fr, Arun Son/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Chea.Leang@eccc.gov.kh, 
diablenoir@wanadoo.fr, Diana Ellis/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Jasper PAUW/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
Jeanne Sulzer/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, kern.joshua@eccc.gov.kh, Marie 
CAPOTORTO/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Michael Karnavas/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Mosseny 
So/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Neville SORAB/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Phalla Prum/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
PICH.Ang@eccc.gov.kh, Sheherazade BOUARFA/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
SIMONNEAU-FORT.Elisabeth@eccc.gov.kh, Socheata Seng/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Tanya Rene 
PETTAY/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Udom Ang/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Vera 
MANUELLO/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Victor Koppe/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, William 
Smith/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Yet.Chakriya@eccc.gov.kh

Date: 01/19/2012 02:26 PM
Subject: Re: Information to all parties in advance of next week 's hearings

I am not sure - I have relayed your query to the Chamber for comment and will get back to you ASAP.

Regards,
Susan
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Re: Information to all parties in advance of next week's hearings

ReReReRe::::    Information to all parties in advance of next weekInformation to all parties in advance of next weekInformation to all parties in advance of next weekInformation to all parties in advance of next week ''''s hearingss hearingss hearingss hearings   

Michiel PestmanMichiel PestmanMichiel PestmanMichiel Pestman     to: Susan Lamb 19/01/2012 02:21 PM

Cc:

Chea.Leang, Andrew CAYLEY, Andrew Ianuzzi, arthur.vercken, Arun Son, 
diablenoir, Diana Ellis, Jasper PAUW, Jeanne Sulzer, kern.joshua, Marie 
CAPOTORTO, Michael Karnavas, Mosseny So, Neville SORAB, Phalla Prum, 
PICH.Ang, Sheherazade BOUARFA, SIMONNEAU-FORT.Elisabeth, Socheata 
Seng, Tanya Rene PETTAY, Udom Ang, Vera MANUELLO, Victor Koppe, William 

Smith, Yet.Chakriya

Dear Susan,
Why is the time alloted to the Defence for both witnesses (much) shorter than we indicated?
Michiel
-----Susan Lamb/UNAKRT wrote: -----

To: Chea.Leang@eccc.gov.kh, Andrew CAYLEY/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Andrew 
Ianuzzi/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, arthur.vercken@free.fr, Arun Son/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
diablenoir@wanadoo.fr, Diana Ellis/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Jasper PAUW/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Jeanne 
Sulzer/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, kern.joshua@eccc.gov.kh, Marie CAPOTORTO/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
Michael Karnavas/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Michiel Pestman/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Mosseny 
So/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Neville SORAB/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Phalla Prum/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
PICH.Ang@eccc.gov.kh, Sheherazade BOUARFA/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
SIMONNEAU-FORT.Elisabeth@eccc.gov.kh, Socheata Seng/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Tanya Rene 
PETTAY/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Udom Ang/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Vera MANUELLO/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
Victor Koppe/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, William Smith/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Yet.Chakriya@eccc.gov.kh
From: Susan Lamb/UNAKRT
Date: 01/19/2012 01:55PM
Subject: Information to all parties in advance of next week's hearings

Dear parties,

Below are a some further details regarding next week's hearings,which slightly modifies some 
information conveyed by me following last week 's informal meeting.

Order and modality of witness call

The Chamber has modified its earlier directive  (below) and now intends to hear TCW 766 during the 
whole day of Monday and Tuesday of next week, followed by TCW 542 during the entirety of Wednesday 
and Thursday of next week. It follows that the Trial Chamber at this stage no longer envisages resuming  
the questioning of NUON Chea or other Accused during any of the mornings of next week.

The purpose of Monday and Tuesday's hearing of DC-Cam deputy VANTHAN Dara  is to examine 
general questions of methodology for obtaining, cataloguing and treatment of DC Cam and/or other 
specific categories of documents.  It shall not at this stage involve challenges to individual documents .  
Individual documents shall only be referred to or presented if necessary for illustrative purposes in  
relation to any of these general issues.  Opportunity to challenge specific documents shall be provided at  
a later date
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Further information regarding the order of proceedings for the week following next will follow very shortly . 

Speaking order and time allocations

TCW 766 (Vanthan Dara Peou) (Monday and Tuesday)

Trial Chamber: one half day (3 hours)
OCP: half day (3 hours)
Lead Co-Lawyers: 1 hour
Defence (NUON Chea, IENG Sary, KHIEU Samphan) - 4.5 hours (combined total time allocation for all  
Defence teams)

TCW 542 (Prak Yut) (Wednesday and Thursday)

OCP: 4 hours
Lead Co-Lawyers: 45 minutes
Defence: 3 hours (combined total time allocation for all Defence teams)

Best regards,
Susan

Follow-up from today's informal meeting

 
Follow-up from today's informal meeting
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:

Chea.Leang, Andrew CAYLEY, Yet.Chakriya, William Smith, SIMONNEAU-FORT.Elisabeth, 

PICH.Ang, Jeanne Sulzer, Michiel Pestman, Victor Koppe, Arun Son, Andrew Ianuzzi, Jasper PAUW, 

Phalla Prum, Michael Karnavas, Udom Ang, Tanya Rene PETTAY, kern.joshua, Neville SORAB, 

Mosseny So, Sheherazade BOUARFA, Marie CAPOTORTO, Socheata Seng, diablenoir, 

arthur.vercken, Vera MANUELLO, Diana Ellis

13/01/2

012 

04:02 

PM

Dear parties,

As promised this morning, and in advance of Monday's hearing, I write to provide confirmation and further 
information on a number of issues:

1.  The  Chamber advises the parties that it is likely to call witness Vanthan Dara on Monday  23 January 
2012.   This witness will be heard for the entirety of the day . Should his testimony be unable to be 
concluded in one day, it will continue on Tuesday afternoon, following questioning of NUON Chea or 
other accused (if applicable).  The Chamber has not delegated primary responsibility for the questioning  
of this witness to any party. (All shall of course have the opportunity to question him, following 
questioning by the Trial Chamber).

2. The Chamber has decided to defer the hearing of TCW 797 to a later stage of the trial, following recent 
notification of the availability of at least one of the two experts  (Ben Kiernan and Meng-Try Ea).  Further 
information regarding the modalities and likely dates on which the expert (s) may be heard will follow in 
due course. However, they will in any case not be heard over the coming fortnight .

3.  I confirm that upon resumption of the hearing of witnesses on Monday 23 January 2011 (with the 
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exception of 23 January in relation to Vanthan Dara, above), the Chamber intends to follow its usual 
practice of questioning the Accused in the mornings, and witnesses in the afternoons.

4.  The change to the format of Monday 16 January's hearing (discussed and agreed by all parties this  
morning) has since been agreed by the entire Chamber.  In relation to the thirty minutes granted to each 
party to present general issues or an overview of their objections , the parties shall be heard in the 
following order: Co-Prosecutors, Lead Co-Lawyers and Defence (Nuon Chea, Ieng Sary and Khieu 
Samphan). For ease of reference, a modified version of the scheduling order for this hearing is attached  
(see para. 7). It will be placed on the case file in due course.

5. Due to the technical nature of the hearings next week and on Monday 23 January 2012, the Chamber 
shall accept any application from the Accused to remain in the holding cells for the duration of these  
hearings.  Such applications, if sought, should be made by the Accused once they are brought to court on 
Monday morning.  Once granted, there will be no need for the accused then to reappear in court at the 
beginning of each hearing day for the remainder of the week.

Have a nice weekend.

Best regards,
Susan

[attachment "20120113 REV Scheduling of January oral argument on documents.doc" deleted by Susan 
Lamb/UNAKRT] 


